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Hi Pieter

Happy Pi Day! I started a newsletter in 2008 where I would every so often let friends,
colleagues, and contacts know what I've been up to and share some observations on the
tech industry. With light starting to appear at the end of the Covid tunnel, the newsletter is
one of those things I'm restarting. (And if you'd rather not receive this email, you can
quickly unsubscribe or update your preferences.)

1/ Ocrolus, Inc.
I joined Ocrolus as CTO just over a year ago. Ocrolus' human-in-the-loop AI technology is
transforming the way fintech companies manage document workflows. It remains
remarkable how much of the financial world still operates on PDFs and paper (wonder why
your mortgage takes six weeks to get approved?) Our technology helps fintech companies
address this by building more efficient, automated processes for consumers. Our human-
in-the-loop process is one of our competitive advantages. It allows us to maintain human-
level accuracy, solve the "cold start" problem in ML and create labeled training data on the
fly. For those interested in this field, Robert Munro's upcoming book on Human-in-the-
Loop ML is a fantastic resource. His blog post summarizes ten of the unique benefits of
retaining humans in an AI environment. If you want practical experience with human-in-the-
loop ML, we're hiring!

2/ Future of Tech Work

Much was said over the past year on what work will look like once things return to
"normal." Fred Wilson pulls together much of the thinking in this blog post, arguing for
hybrid models and attracting employees to the office rather than forcing them. Twilio
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founder Jeff Lawson's latest book "Ask Your Developer" elegantly (re)explains good
software engineering practice in an era of cloud computing and API businesses.

If anything, the pandemic will be the impetus we needed to finally adopt good practices
that have been known since the '70s. We've been in a prisoner's dilemma in the tech
industry where open-plan workspaces and spending ten hours at the office every day
became the norm, despite the known productivity and creativity impacts. Fred Brooks
published "The Mythical Man-Month" in 1975, showing that adding developers to a late
project makes it later. Kidder's "The Soul of A New Machine"(1981) showed that
engineers are motivated by the satisfaction of creation and autonomy much more than
money. De Marco and Lister's "Peopleware" taught us all about productive workspaces
back in 1987.

This summer will be the reckoning for companies who don't use this as an inflection point
for finally implementing modern and productive work environments and arrangements.

3/ Artificial General Intelligence & Hype
Before leaving for Ocrolus last year, my colleagues and I at McKinsey published
an Executive Primer on Artificial General Intelligence, giving a ground-up overview of
the field. It intended to try and cut through the hype and provide a science-based overview
of the state of AGI and what still needs to happen before we even get close to human-like
intelligence. But WHY is there so much hype? How do you navigate all this noise if you're
not an expert? This article lays out my thoughts on AI Hype.

→ read "3 Simple Ways to Navigate AI Hype" (7 min)

4/ NFTs, WallStreetBets and the future of venture finance 

The four images in the headline of this newsletter might be a bit puzzling. Starting
with "Tom Hanks beating the sh*t out of Coronavirus" on the left, I selected four Covid
themed images, all by digital artist Mike Winkelmann, aka Beeple. Since May 2007, he's
been doing one of these every day. His first 5000 images, stitched together
into "Everydays: The First 5000 Days", sold as an NFT, or non-fungible token, for $69m in
a Christies auction this week. Before October 2020, the most Beeple had ever sold a
print for was $100. 

In February, a group of quirky Redditors on r/WallStreetBets engineered a short squeeze
on obscure brick-and-mortar gaming company GameStop. Several became millionaires off
of their Covid stimulus cheques invested through RobinHood.

How long will it be before the r/WallStreetBets sentiment, powered by new technology and
regulation, extends to traditional startup financing and startup stock options. Crowdfunding
and ICOs were merely the beginning of a shift in venture financing. I predict that typical
startup options with their four-year vesting and one-year cliff, 90-day exercise period, and
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multi-year waiting periods before there's even a chance of a liquidity event will fall victim to
the same sentiment in 2021. 

5/ On McKinsey
I spent nearly three years at McKinsey. There's a bunch of very talented people around,
and I was involved in some fascinating projects. The month I joined, news broke about
McKinsey's involvement in a state capture scandal in South Africa. It became
embarrassing even to say who I worked for whenever I visited SA. And it just got worse
from there. The Firm's latest $573m fine for helping Purdue Pharma create the opioid
pandemic in the US is nothing more than aiding and abetting a crime against humanity.
"Never speak badly about a past employer," but in this case, as Tom Peters did in
the Financial Times, one cannot be quiet. I believe all McKinsey alumni, myself included,
have some debt to society to repay for our colleagues' crimes to a greater or lesser extent.
 

6/ Board and Advisor positions
I have some limited capacity to take on board and advisor positions to help out exciting
fast-growing companies using AI, active in financial inclusion or emerging markets. Strong
preference for South African or MIT-alumni founders or investors. Ping me if I can help. 

Forward to a friend

7/ Below the Fold

How CEO-For-Hire Frank Slootman Turned Snowflake Into Software's Biggest-
Ever IPO
Groups Search for Consensus, Individuals Search for Truth
Naval Ravikant interviews Vitalik Buterin on the future of Ethereum
The move away from Silicon Valley started well before Covid. From 2020:  How
Mormons Built the Next Silicon Valley While No One Was Looking
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Flying has been my antidote during the pandemic. I hope you find the time to enjoy
life and to continue to look after yourself.
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